Let G be a semi-direct product G ¼ A Â j K with A Abelian and K compact. We characterize spread-out probability measures on G that are mixing by convolutions by means of their Fourier transforms. A key tool is a spectral radius formula for the Fourier transform of a regular Borel measure on G that we develop, and which is analogous to the well-known Beurling-Gelfand spectral radius formula. For spread-out probability measures on G, we also characterize ergodicity by convolutions by means of the Fourier transform of the measure. Finally, we show that spread-out probability measures on such groups are mixing by convolutions if and only if they are weakly mixing by convolutions. 1 n P nÀ1 k¼0 Ð G ð f Ã m k Þh dl G ! 0 Ef A L 1 0 ðGÞ Eh A L y ðGÞ ð1:6Þ
Introduction
The purpose of this paper, which may be viewed as a sequel to [2] , is to exploit methods of non-commutative harmonic analysis to study random walks on locally compact groups.
Our starting point is the following spectral radius formula for a regular (complex) Borel measure m on a locally compact Hausdor¤ group G:
where m n :¼ m Ã Á Á Á Ã m denotes n-fold convolution of m with itself, ðm n Þ s is the singular part of m n with respect to Haar measure l G and U runs through a complete set of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G (also a4b :¼ maxfa; bg); here, and throughout the paper, l G is a fixed left Haar measure on G,m mðUÞ denotes the Fourier transform of m at the unitary representation U, and % Àm mðUÞ Á its spectral radius. When G is Abelian, this formula is a direct consequence of Gelfand theory for the commutative Banach algebra MðGÞ of regular (complex) Borel measures on G, and for groups G with a symmetric group algebra L 1 ðGÞ, (1.1) has been established by Palmer [23] for absolutely continuous measures m.
In [2] (1.1) was established for compact (Hausdor¤) groups G and then used to study random walks on such groups. In particular, one of its uses there was to characterize those regular Borel probability measures m on the compact group G, for which m n ! l G in the total variation norm (here we assume that l G has been chosen to satisfy l G ðGÞ ¼ 1). Of course when G is non-compact, m n cannot converge to Haar measure for any probability measure m, and neither, of course, can ð1=nÞ P where L 1 0 ðGÞ denotes the closed two-sided ideal of functions f A L 1 ðGÞ with Ð G f dl G ¼ 0.
We shall call probability measures m A MðGÞ satisfying (1.2) mixing by convolutions, and those satisfying (1.3) ergodic by convolutions, adhering to terminology introduced by Rosenblatt in [25] , in view of the fact that m satisfies (1.2) if and only if the associated random walk is mixing, and similarly for ergodicity. The results of this paper are then as follows.
Recall that a probability measure m A MðGÞ on a locally compact Hausdor¤ group G is called spread-out if not all of its convolution powers m n are singular with respect to Haar measure l G .
(A) We establish the spectral radius formula (1.1) for arbitrary regular Borel measures in motion groups (Theorem 4.2).
(B) Using (A), we show that in a motion group G ¼ A Â j K with G acting regularly onÂ A, a spread-out probability measure m A MðGÞ is mixing by convolutions if and only if % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 E½U AĜ Gnf1 G g; ð1:4Þ whereĜ G is the unitary dual of G and 1 G designates the trivial representation of G (Theorem 5.1).
(C) Under the same conditions on G, we show that a spread-out probability measure m A MðGÞ, is ergodic by convolutions if and only if 1 B s Àm mðUÞ Á E½U AĜ Gnf1 G g; ð1:5Þ where s Àm mðUÞ Á denotes the spectrum of the operatorm mðUÞ (Theorem 6.3).
Finally, as a consequence of our approach, we are able to address a query in [25] (p. 33). We show that in a motion group G ¼ A Â j K with G acting regularly onÂ A, a spreadout probability measure m A MðGÞ is mixing by convolutions if and only if it satisfies the apparently weaker condition (Corollary 7.2). Adhering to standard terminology again, we shall call probability measures satisfying (1.6) weakly mixing by convolutions. Besides Abelian and compact groups, the only other groups we know of for which mixing by convolutions has been shown to be equivalent to weak-mixing by convolutions are groups possessing small invariant neighborhoods (SIN); this is done for arbitrary regular Borel probability measures in a recent paper by Jaworski ([14] ). On the other hand, for m strictly aperiodic and spread-out, Glasner ([9] ) has shown that already ergodicity by convolutions is equivalent to mixing by convolutions, in any locally compact group.
Let us expand briefly and also motivate these results. By motion group we shall mean a group which is a semi-direct product G ¼ A Â j K with A Abelian and K compact; both A and K are assumed to be locally compact and Hausdor¤ here. In all our results concerning motion groups we shall also assume that G acts regularly on the dual groupÂ A of A [7] , p. 183.
When G is an Abelian group, (1.4) reduces to jm mðwÞj < 1 for all non-trivial characters w of G, and (B) in this case is a result of Foguel [6] ; also, for Abelian G, (1.5) simply says thatm mðwÞ 3 1 for all non-trivial characters w of G, and (C) in this case follows from the Choquet-Deny theorem [4] (see also [24] and [25] ). On the other hand, when G is noncommutative, the Fourier transformm mðUÞ of a probability measure m is an operator on a Hilbert space, so it is not immediately clear what the appropriate generalizations of these conditions are, to begin with. A natural choice is to try to use the norms of the operatorŝ m mðUÞ to give conditions for mixing and ergodicity by convolutions (see [15] , [16] ), but as it turns out, km mðUÞk does not characterize mixing nor ergodicity by convolutions. Our proof of (B) uses the spectral radius formula (1.1), through which the spectral radius % Àm mðUÞ Á emerges naturally. Let us also remark that (B), (C), and the equivalence of mixing by convolutions and weak mixing by convolutions, hold without the spread-out assumption on m when G is either Abelian or compact, and that the results for G compact, although not explicitly appearing in the existing literature, once appropriately formulated, also follow from existing results, notably the work of Kawada and Ito [17] (see Section 8).
Our result (C) on ergodicity is closely related to a result of Jaworski [13] , who shows that in a locally compact second countable group of polynomial growth, a spread-out probability measure is ergodic by convolutions if and only if it is adapted (see Section 8) . In fact, in Section 8, we give a short direct argument showing how our Theorem 6.3, for second countable motion groups, may be obtained from Jaworski's result, whose proof relies on structure theory for groups of polynomial growth. As adaptedness of a probability measure is known to not be equivalent to ergodicity by convolutions in general groups however (see Rosenblatt [25] ), condition (1.5) may well be worth considering, especially in view of the discussion of Rosenblatt's example in Section 8. For the same reason, we have retained a proof of Theorem 6.3 relying solely on the methods of the present paper.
Finally, let us also mention that we in fact obtain stronger results in one direction in (B) and (C): (1.4) is necessary for weak mixing by convolutions, and hence also for mixing by convolutions, and (1.5) necessary for ergodicity by convolution, for spread-out probability measures in any CCR group (Proposition 7.2 and Corollary 6.2; see also Corollary 2.6).
In [24] Ramsey and Weit give di¤erent proofs of Foguel's result on mixing and the Choquet-Deny theorem for Abelian groups, which are more illuminating from the point of view of harmonic analysis. We now briefly contrast the proof of the more involved direction of our result on mixing, namely the su‰ciency of the condition (1.4) in (B) above, to the corresponding proof of Ramsey and Weit for Abelian groups G. This will also indicate how the spectral radius formula (1.1) for measures, rather than functions in L 1 , is relevant. The proof of Ramsey and Weit relies on the fact that if f A L 1 ðGÞ is such thatf f has compact support not containing 0, then f factorizes as f Ã h ¼ f , with h A L 1 ðGÞ and such that h h has compact support not containing 0. They then use the Beurling-Gelfand spectral radius formula for functions in L 1 and the fact that f1 G g is a set of synthesis to conclude the proof.
In our setting, we work with the representations L a , a AÂ A, where L a is obtained by inducing the character a of the group A to G. In the proof of Ramsey and Weit, it is crucial that the function h appearing in the factorization of f commutes with m. In a motion group G ¼ A Â j K however, the center of MðGÞ may not contain non-trivial elements of L 1 ðGÞ. Yet, for certain f A L 1 0 ðGÞ, we are able to exhibit appropriate measures n in the center of MðGÞ which may be used in the place of h in the above argument. Then we use the spectral radius formula for measures (1.1) to conclude that such f satisfy the mixing condition if m is spread-out and satisfies (1.4) . By a result of Ludwig on sets of spectral synthesis we then obtain that such f are dense in kerðL 0 Þ. However, since kerðL 0 Þ may be strictly contained in L 1 0 ðGÞ, an additional argument is required in order to treat the general f A L 1 0 ðGÞ.
Finally, we mention two more papers that are related. In [16] Kaniuth considers more general groups G, namely locally compact Hausdor¤ groups of polynomial growth and with a symmetric group-algebra L 1 ðGÞ, but only central probability measures m A MðGÞ on such groups; for such measures he gives the necessary and su‰cient conditions km mðUÞk < 1 andm mðUÞ 3 I , for all non-trivial irreducible U, for m to be mixing and ergodic by convolutions respectively. Also related, although more loosely, is the paper by Jones, Rosenblatt and Tempelman [15] , which, however, has a wider scope.
We close this section by fixing some notation and recalling some terminology, to be used throughout the paper.
Notation-terminology. We shall follow the terminology of [7] regarding grouprepresentations. In particular, by a unitary representation of a locally compact Hausdor¤ group G we shall always mean a group homomorphism from G into the group of unitary operators on some Hilbert space, which is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology. Irreducible will always mean topologically irreducible. Recall also that the unitary dualĜ G of G consists of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G; for such a representation U, we shall denote by ½U the equivalence class inĜ G to which U belongs, by H U the representation space of U, and by d ½U the dimension of H U .
Let G be a locally compact Hausdor¤ group. We shall denote by MðGÞ the Banach Ã-algebra of complex, regular Borel measures on G. L 1 ðGÞ will stand for the sub-algebra of MðGÞ consisting of Haar-integrable Borel functions on G and L 1 0 ðGÞ for the closed two-sided ideal of f If T is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert or Banach space, we shall denote by sðTÞ its spectrum and by %ðTÞ its spectral radius.
If H is a Hilbert space, BðHÞ shall denote the space of bounded linear operators from H to H.
If E is a set in a space X , we shall denote by 1 E the function which is 1 on E and 0 elsewhere; thus, in particular, if G is a locally compact Hausdor¤ group, 1 G identifies with the trivial representation of G.
When G is compact, we will always assume that l G has been chosen to satisfy l G ðGÞ ¼ 1.
Finally, all groups considered in the paper will be assumed to be s-compact and have Hausdor¤ topologies, without further notice.
A necessary condition for mixing in general groups
In this section we give some necessary conditions for mixing by convolutions for general groups G. We shall use the notion of a quasi-compact operator, and recall the definition here. This class of operators was introduced by Krylo¤ and Bogolioù bo¤ ( [19] , [20] ). Definition 2.1. A linear operator T on a Banach space X is quasi-compact if there exist n A N and a compact operator Q on X such that kT n À Qk < 1.
We single out the following property of quasi-compact operators (see the Remarks following Theorem 2.2.8 and the discussion following Theorem 2.2.7 of [18] ). [30] ). Let T be a quasi-compact operator on a Banach space X such that sup n A N kT n k < y. Then either %ðTÞ < 1 or fz A sðTÞ : jzj ¼ 1g contains only eigenvalues of T.
The following lemma sheds then some light on the role played by the spread-out condition: Lemma 2.3. Let G be a locally compact CCR group. If m is a spread-out probability measure in MðGÞ, thenm mðUÞ is quasi-compact for any ½U AĜ G. Proof. Write m n ¼ ðm n Þ a:c: þ ðm n Þ s with ðm n Þ s ? l G and ðm n Þ a:c: W l G , n A N. If m n 3 ðm n Þ s for some n, then km mðUÞ n À d ðm n Þ a:c: ðm n Þ a:c: ðUÞk ¼ k d ðm n Þ s ðm n Þ s ðUÞk e kðm n Þ s k < 1;
and d ðm n Þ a:c: ðm n Þ a:c: ðUÞ is compact. r
We shall also use the following fact:
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a locally compact group. Then, for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g, there
Proof. For any h 3 0, the subspace fUð f Þh : f A L 1 0 ðGÞg of H U is invariant under U, and hence it is either f0g or dense; thus, we only have to exclude the possibility that it is f0g for every h. Since L 1 0 ðGÞ has co-dimension one in L 1 ðGÞ, if these subspaces are all trivial, then U is one-dimensional, and the representation f 7 ! Uð f Þ of L 1 ðGÞ has kernel L 1 0 ðGÞ. But the only one-dimensional representation of G for which the corresponding representation of L 1 ðGÞ has kernel L 1 0 ðGÞ is 1 G . r Proposition 2.5. Let G be a locally compact group, and let m be a probability measure in MðGÞ which is mixing by convolutions. Then:
(i)m mðUÞ n ! 0 in the strong operator topology, for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
(ii) % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g for whichm mðUÞ is quasi-compact.
Proof. (i) Let ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g and fix h A H U . Let also e > 0 be given. By Lemma 2.4 there exists f A L 1 0 ðUÞ and h 0 A H U such that kUð f Þh 0 À hk < e=2. Set gðxÞ :¼ D G ðx À1 Þ f ðx À1 Þ, where D G is the modular function of G. Thenĝ gðUÞ ¼ Uð f Þ, whence km mðUÞ n hk e km mðUÞ nĝ gðUÞh 0 k þ m mðUÞ n Àĝ gðUÞh 0 À h Á < kg Ã m n k 1 kh 0 k þ e=2;
and this is <e for all su‰ciently large n, since g A L 1 0 ðGÞ.
(ii) Fix ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g and suppose thatm mðUÞ is quasi-compact. By (i),m mðUÞ cannot have eigenvalues of modulus one. It then follows from Lemma 2.2 that % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1. r
Note that as a result of Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.3, one immediately obtains the necessity of condition (1.4) for mixing of spread-out measures on CCR groups: Corollary 2.6. Let G be a locally compact CCR group. If m is a spread-out probability measure in MðGÞ which is mixing by convolutions, then % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 for all ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
Corollary 2.6 will in fact be subsumed by the stronger result of Proposition 7.1.
Unitary representations of motion groups
3.1. Locally compact motion groups. Let K be a compact group, A an Abelian group, and consider the semi-direct product G ¼ A Â j K. So j : K ! AutðAÞ is assumed to be a group homomorphism, and we shall write j k A AutðAÞ for the image of the element k A K under j. The group operation on G is given by
and the mapping ða; kÞ 7 ! j k ðaÞ is assumed to be continuous.
Left Haar measure l G on G is the product l A n l K of the Haar measures on A and K respectively, owing to the fact that we assume K compact and A Abelian [11] , 15.29. Furthermore, using standard arguments, it is not hard to see that each j k must be measure-preserving; i.e., if
(see [11] , 15.29, again).
Throughout, we shall be using additive notation for Abelian groups and multiplicative notation for other groups. 1 shall denote the neutral element of the group K and 0 the neutral element of A. Finally, if a A A and a AÂ A is a character of the Abelian group A, we shall also use the notation ha; ai :¼ aðaÞ:
Unitary representations of motion groups.
The action j of the group K on A determines an action of K on the dual groupÂ A of A through a 7 ! j k ðaÞ :¼ a j k À1 .
For a AÂ A, we shall denote by L a the induced representation ind G AÂf1g ðaÞ of G. This may be realized on L 2 ðKÞ as follows. For ða; kÞ A G and f A L 2 ðKÞ, ½L a ða; kÞfðk 0 Þ ¼ ha; j k 0 ðaÞi Á ½L K ðkÞfðk 0 Þ ¼ ha; j k 0 ðaÞi Á fðk À1 k 0 Þ; ð3:2Þ k 0 A K, where L K denotes the left regular representation of K on L 2 ðKÞ. Observe that L a and L a 0 are unitarily equivalent when a and a 0 belong to the same orbit, i.e., when a 0 ¼ j k 0 ðaÞ for some k 0 A K; in fact L j k 0 ðaÞ ða; kÞ ¼ R K ðk 0 Þ L a ða; kÞ R K ðk 0 Þ À1 ðða; kÞ A GÞ for all a AÂ A, k 0 A K, where R K denotes the right regular representation of K on L 2 ðKÞ.
In all our results concerning motion groups, we shall be assuming that G acts regularly on the dual groupÂ A of A. The irreducible unitary representations of G ¼ A Â j K are then as follows.
be a motion group with G acting regularly onÂ A.
Then any irreducible unitary representation of G is unitarily equivalent to a sub-representation of L a for some a AÂ A. Furthermore, each L a is the direct sum of irreducible unitary representations of G. Finally, two irreducible unitary representations U 1 , U 2 of G are unitarily equivalent only if they are equivalent to sub-representations of L a 1 and L a 2 respectively, with a 1 and a 2 belonging to the same orbit, i.e., with a 2 ¼ j k ða 1 Þ for some k A K.
Proof. This follows from [7] , Theorem 6.42, and induction by stages [7] , Theorem 6.14. r
We shall also need an analogue of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma; as we were unable to locate the following version in the literature, we give a proof in the Appendix. Theorem 3.2 (Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma). Let G ¼ A Â j K be a motion group with G acting regularly onÂ A. Then, for any f A L 1 ðGÞ, one has the following:
(i) Given e > 0, there exists a compact setĈ C LÂ A, such that kf f ðL a Þk < e for all a AÂ AnĈ C.
irreducible unitary representations of G, then kf f ðU i Þk < e for all but finitely many i A I.
Finally, we shall also use the following result, a proof of which is also given in the Appendix.
be a motion group with G acting regularly onÂ A. Then, for any m A MðGÞ, the operator-valued function a 7 !m mðL a Þ is uniformly continuous onÂ A with respect to the norm topology on B À L 2 ðKÞ Á .
Spectral radius formulae in motion groups
4.1. The analogue of the group C*-algebra for measures. We shall need to consider the analogue of the group-C Ã -algebra C Ã ðGÞ for measures on G. Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group. For m A MðGÞ, define
where UðmÞ :¼ Ð G UðxÞ dmðxÞ. One verifies easily that m 7 ! kmk Ã is a norm on MðGÞ (the implication kmk Ã ¼ 0 ) m ¼ 0 follows from the injectivity of the Fourier transform [5], 18.2.3). We shall then denote by D Ã ðGÞ the completion of the unital Banach algebra MðGÞ with respect to this norm. Then, D Ã ðGÞ is a unital C Ã -algebra, and the group-C Ãalgebra C Ã ðGÞ is a closed sub-algebra of D Ã ðGÞ. For compact groups, D Ã ðGÞ has also been considered in [2] .
Any Ã-representation of MðGÞ extends uniquely to a Ã-representation of D Ã ðGÞ, so in particular, if U is any irreducible unitary representation of G, m 7 ! UðmÞ extends to a Ã-representation of D Ã ðGÞ. The Fourier transform m 7 !m mðUÞ then also extends to D Ã ðGÞ.
Finally, we shall also use the following fact (see [11] , Theorem 22.11).
Fact 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group and denote by L G its left regular representation on L 2 ðGÞ. Thenm mðL G Þ ¼ 0 ) m ¼ 0.
Spectral radius formulae.
Recall that the spectral radius of an element a in a Banach algebra A may be defined by
One then has the following spectral radius formula for measures in motion groups:
be a motion group with G acting regularly onÂ A. Then, for any m A MðGÞ, one has that
where %ðmÞ denotes the spectral radius of m in the unital Banach algebra MðGÞ, and ðm n Þ s the singular part of m n with respect to Haar measure l G . 
For the reverse inequality apply Lemma 4.3 to the powers m n of m. For each n A N,
and since in any Banach algebra %ða m Þ ¼ ½%ðaÞ m for all a and m, it follows that
This, together with (4.2) shows that
The equality
is established in the same way. r
Proof of Lemma 4.3. As L 1 ðGÞ is a symmetric Banach Ã-algebra ( [8] ), [23] , Remark 3 yields the formula 
and notice that, because L 1 ðGÞ is an ideal in MðGÞ, n A L 1 ðGÞ. Since ðd e À z À1 m s Þ À1 Ã ðd e À z À1 mÞ ¼ d e À z À1 n; ð4:5Þ the right-hand side is invertible in D Ã ðGÞ, because the left side is. This shows that % Ã ðnÞ e % Ã ðmÞ4%ðm s Þ. By (4.3) then, %ðnÞ ¼ % Ã ðnÞ e % Ã ðmÞ4%ðm s Þ, since n A L 1 ðGÞ. Thus if z A C with jzj > % Ã ðmÞ4%ðm s Þ, then jzj > %ðnÞ and the inverse ðd e À z À1 nÞ À1 , whose existence in D Ã ðGÞ is guaranteed by (4.5), must actually belong to MðGÞ. Now (4.5) also yields that ðd e À z À1 mÞ À1 ¼ ðd e À z À1 nÞ À1 Ã ðd e À z À1 m s Þ À1 ;
whence ðd e À z À1 mÞ À1 A MðGÞ Ã MðGÞ ¼ MðGÞ. This shows (4.4) .
In order to establish the lemma, we now only need to show that
Let m a:c: denote the absolutely continuous part of m, and let e > 0 be given. By the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (Theorem 3.2), there exists a compact setĈ C LÂ A such that km m a:c: ðL a Þk < e for all a inÂ AnĈ C.
Next set r n ðaÞ :¼ km mðL a Þ n k 1=n and rðaÞ :¼ % Àm mðL a Þ Á :
The inequality
together with the norm-continuity of the operator-valued function a 7 !m mðL a Þ (Theorem 3.3), show that each r n is a continuous function onÂ A. The norm-continuity of a 7 !m mðL a Þ also implies that r is upper semi-continuous; hence it attains its maximum onĈ C, and let r Ã ¼ max a AĈ C rðaÞ. Since the mapping a 7 ! r n ðaÞ À r Ã is continuous, the setŝ C C n :¼ fa AĈ C : r n ðaÞ À r Ã f eg are compact, and since r n ðaÞ # rðaÞ e r Ã for each a, by (4.1), T y n¼1Ĉ C n ¼ j; it follows that for some nðeÞ A N,Ĉ C nðeÞ ¼ j. As a and e were arbitrary, this establishes (4.8). r
We close this section with a result from [22] that we shall use in the sequel (Section 6): 
Proof. This follows from [22] , Proposition 10.4.6 (b). r
Mixing in motion groups
In this section we prove the following result: Given a probability measure m A MðGÞ, set
I m is clearly a closed left ideal in L 1 ðGÞ, contained in L 1 0 ðGÞ. Notice however, that it is not a priori clear that I m is a two-sided ideal in L 1 ðGÞ; for this reason, one cannot directly refer to spectral synthesis, as is the case when G is an Abelian group (cf. [24] ) or when m is a central measure (cf. [16] ), and we shall have to use Lemma 5.4 below instead.
To prove Theorem 5.1 we will first show that, if m is spread-out and satisfies % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 E½U AĜ Gnf1 G g, then kerðL 0 Þ L I m , and then deduce from this that all of L 1 0 ðGÞ is contained in I m .
LetĈ C 0 denote the collection of all compact subsets ofÂ A not containing 0 AÂ A, and set
Lemma 5.2. Given a compact subsetĈ C ofÂ A not containing 0 AÂ A, there exists n A Z À MðGÞ Á such thatn nðL a Þ ¼ĥ hðaÞI L 2 ðKÞ , where I L 2 ðKÞ is the identity operator on L 2 ðKÞ, and where h : A ! C is a (necessarily) K-invariant L 1 -function whose Fourier transform satisfies:
(ii)ĥ hðaÞ ¼ 0 for all a outside a compact set not containing 0 AÂ A.
(iii) 0 eĥ h e 1.
Note. Z À MðGÞ Á denotes the center of MðGÞ, i.e., those elements of MðGÞ which commute with every other element of MðGÞ.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Have a K-invariant function h A L 1 ðAÞ whose Fourier transformĥ h satisfies properties (i)-(iii), and let n A MðGÞ be the measure on G defined by n :¼ ðh dl A Þ n d f1g , where n denotes product-measure and d f1g denotes a point-mass at the identity 1 A K. Then, by ( Proof. Fix f A I . Thenf f ðL a Þ ¼ 0 for all a AÂ AnĈ C for some compact setĈ C AĈ C 0 , which we fix. Fix a central measure n as in Lemma 5.2 for thisĈ C, and denote the support of the corresponding functionĥ h byŜ S. Thenf f ðL a Þ ¼f f ðL a Þn nðL a Þ ¼n nðL a Þf f ðL a Þ for all a AÂ A, and since each irreducible unitary representation of G is contained as a direct summand in some L a , it follows thatf f ðUÞn nðUÞ ¼n nðUÞf f ðUÞ ¼f f ðUÞ for any irreducible unitary representation U of G. Hence f Ã n ¼ n Ã f ¼ f , by the injectivity of the Fourier transform on MðGÞ (k k Ã , defined in Subsection 4.1, is a norm on MðGÞ). Since n is also central, we then have that and this is <1 because we are assuming that % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 for all ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g, and because m is spread-out and 0 eĥ h e 1. Indeed, since kðn n Ã m n Þ s k e kðn n Þ s Ã ðm n Þ s k e kðm n Þ s k and m is spread-out, inf n A N kðn n Ã m n Þ s k < 1: ð5:6Þ
On the other hand, recall from the proof of Lemma 4.3 that the function a 7 ! rðaÞ :¼ % Àm mðL a Þ Á is upper semi-continuous and therefore attains its maximum on the compact setŜ S. Fix x AŜ S such that rðxÞ ¼ max a AŜ S rðaÞ, and observe that x 3 0 as 0 BŜ S. Now recall the argument proving (4.9). By Proposition 3.1, L x ¼ L Finally, if m ? l G , then m n 6 ? l G for some n A N, because m is spread-out, and the above argument with m n in place of m gives again (5.7), since also %ðx n Þ ¼ ½%ðxÞ n for any element x in a Banach algebra.
It follows from (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), that f A I m . r Let p K : G ! K be the natural projection p K ða; kÞ ¼ k. Being continuous (hence Borel measurable), p K induces a mapping p K : MðGÞ ! MðKÞ, given explicitly by
Given a function f : G ! C and k A K, write f k for the function f k : A ! C given by f k ðaÞ ¼ f ða; kÞ; then the restriction of p K : MðGÞ ! MðKÞ to L 1 ðGÞ is given by
Observe that, since L 0 ða; kÞ ¼ L K ðkÞ for all a A A and k A K, where L K is the left regular representation of K on L 2 ðKÞ (see (3. 2)), for any measure m A MðGÞ we have that
Ã dp K ðmÞðkÞ is the Fourier transform of the measure p K ðmÞ A MðKÞ at the representation L K of K. Observe further that one also has that p K ðm Ã nÞ ¼ p K ðmÞ Ã p K ðnÞ ð5:9Þ for m; n A MðGÞ. Indeed,
and this implies (5.9), by Fact 4.1. Finally observe that the kernel of the mapping p K : L 1 ðGÞ ! L 1 ðKÞ coincides with the L 1 -kernel of L 0 :
This also follows directly from (5.8) and Fact 4.1.
Notation. If U is any unitary representation of G, the L 1 -kernel of U is kerð½U Þ ¼ f f A L 1 ðGÞ : Uð f Þ ¼ 0g. Note that, in particular for L 0 , we also have that kerðL 0 Þ ¼ f f A L 1 ðGÞ :f f ðL 0 Þ ¼ 0g. Proof. It is shown in [21] , Theorem 2, that the hull
of kerðp K Þ is a set of synthesis (see also the Remark following [21] , Lemma 3). Therefore, by (5.10), it su‰ces to show that the hull of I is contained in the hull of kerðp K Þ. Stated in more direct terms, it su‰ces to show that, if ½U AĜ G and I L kerð½U Þ, then also kerðp K Þ L kerð½U Þ (see [21] , last line of the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 1).
Let ½U AĜ G and suppose that kerð½U Þ does not contain kerðp K Þ. For an irreducible unitary representation V of K let U V denote the (irreducible unitary) representation of G defined by U V ða; kÞ :¼ V ðkÞ for all ða; kÞ A G, and observe that
by (5.8) and the uniqueness of the Fourier transform on K. Now U is equivalent to a subrepresentation of some L a , by Proposition 3.1, and by (5.11) and our assumption that kerðp K Þ j O kerð½U Þ we have that a 3 0, since L 0 is the direct sum of copies of the U V , ½V AK K. There exists f A L 1 ðGÞ with Uð f Þ 3 0. Have a neighborhoodŴ W of a inÂ A such that the closureĈ C ofŴ W is compact and does not contain 0 AÂ A, and let n A MðGÞ be a measure as in Lemma 5.2 for thisĈ C. Then f Ã n A I nkerð½U Þ, since L a ðnÞ ¼n nðL a Þ Ã and similarly for U. r We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By the Peter-Weyl Theorem, L 2 ðKÞ decomposes into the direct sum
where E ½V is the finite-dimensional subspace of L 2 ðKÞ spanned by the representative functions V ij ðkÞ :¼ hV ðkÞe j ; e i i of any representation V in the equivalence class ½V with respect to any basis fe 1 ; . for all i, j whenever V 3 1 K , by the Shur orthogonality relations.
To prove the theorem we need to show that L 1 0 ðGÞ L I m . By the preceding paragraph, and the Peter-Weyl Theorem, the finite linear combinations of the functions f on ½V and write f ij and l i instead. We will show that, if f ij A L 1 0 ðGÞ are any functions with p K ð f ij Þ ¼ f ij , then f ij A I m , which, by the above discussion, proves the theorem. This we will do for fixed i by induction on j. Fix i and recall from (5.12 ) that the f ij satisfy f ij A E ½V and
where R K is the right regular representation of K on L 2 ðKÞ. Obviously f i0 A kerðL 0 Þ, since f i0 ¼ 0. Assume next that f ijÀ1 A kerðL 0 Þ ð j f 1Þ. Since for any measure n A MðKÞ, n nðR K Þ f ¼ f Ã n for any f A L 2 ðKÞ, we conclude from (5.15) and (5.9) that
Thus
Now observe that the numerical sequence k f ij Ã m n k 1 is non-increasing and bounded by k f ij k 1 . It has therefore a limit, a say, and by (5.16 ), a must satisfy jl i ja ¼ a. Recall, however, that l i belongs to the spectrum of the operator d p K ðmÞ p K ðmÞðR ½V K Þ, which is the same as the spectrum of d p K ðmÞ p K ðmÞðV Þ ¼m mðU V Þ, where U V is the irreducible unitary representation of G defined by U V ða; kÞ ¼ V ðkÞ for all ða; kÞ A G, and so by our condition % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 E½U AĜ Gnf1 G g we have that jl i j < 1. It follows that a ¼ 0, and hence f ij A I m . This concludes the proof of the theorem. r
Ergodicity by convolutions
The main result of this section is Theorem 6.3. Let us begin, however, by observing that results analogous to those for mixing of Section 2 also hold for ergodicity. First, the analogue of Proposition 2.5 is the following: Proposition 6.1. Let G be a locally compact group, and let m be a probability measure in MðGÞ which is ergodic by convolutions. Then, for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g, n À1 P nÀ1 k¼0m mðUÞ k ! 0 in the strong operator topology. In particular, the number 1 cannot be an eigenvalue ofm mðUÞ, for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
Proof. Fix ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g, h A H U , and e > 0. As in the proof of (i) of Proposition 2.5, there exist g A L 1 0 ðGÞ and h 0 A H U for which kĝ gðUÞh 0 À hk < e=2. It follows that and this is <e for all su‰ciently large n, since g A L 1 0 ðGÞ and m is ergodic by convolutions. r Again, one can say more about spread-out measures. Combining Proposition 6.1 with Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, one obtains the following: Corollary 6.2. Let G be a locally compact CCR group, and let m be a spread-out probability measure in MðGÞ which is ergodic by convolutions. Then 1 B s Àm mðUÞ Á for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
Our main result concerning ergodicity is the analogue of Theorem 5.1 for ergodicity, namely that the necessary condition of the above corollary is also su‰cient for ergodicity by convolutions in motion groups. Theorem 6.3. Let G ¼ A Â j K be a motion group with G acting regularly onÂ A. Then, if m A MðGÞ is a spread-out probability measure, m is ergodic by convolutions if and only if 1 B s Àm mðUÞ Á for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
To prove the theorem we only have to show that, for a spread-out probability measure m A MðGÞ, 1 B S ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g s Àm mðUÞ Á implies ergodicity by convolutions, the other direction being a consequence of Corollary 6.2. Let
Then J m is a closed left ideal in L 1 ðGÞ contained in L 1 0 ðGÞ, and we have to show that J m ¼ L 1 0 ðGÞ. As in the case of mixing, we will first show that kerðL 0 Þ L J m and then deduce from this that all of L 1 0 ðGÞ is contained in J m . To prove the first assertion, we will use the following lemma, whose proof we postpone to the end of this section. Proof. Since J m is closed, it su‰ces, by Lemma 5.4, to show that I L J m , where I is defined in (5.2) . Assume first that m is not singular with respect to Haar measure l G . Next observe that
and therefore it su‰ces to show that, for each g A I, there exists f A L 1 ðGÞ such that
Fix g A I . Then there exists a compact setĈ C AĈ C 0 such thatĝ gðL a Þ ¼ 0 for a not inĈ C. Fix a measure n A Z À MðGÞ Á as in Lemma 5.2 for thisĈ C, and set m 0 :¼ m Ã n. Since m 6 ? l G we also have that m 0 6 ? l G . Now recall the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Write m 0 ¼ m 0 a:c: þ m 0 s and observe that d e À m 0 s is an invertible element of MðGÞ, because km 0 s k < 1. By the preceding lemma we also have that d e À m 0 is invertible in D Ã ðGÞ. Set n 0 :¼ ðd e À m 0 s Þ À1 Ã m 0 a:c: ; since ðd e À m 0 s Þ À1 Ã ðd e À m 0 Þ ¼ d e À n 0 ð6:1Þ and the left side is invertible in D Ã ðGÞ, d e À n 0 is invertible in D Ã ðGÞ. But n 0 A L 1 ðGÞ, and therefore d e À n 0 is invertible in D Ã ðGÞ if and only if it is invertible in MðGÞ, by Proposition 4.4. Therefore d e À n 0 A MðGÞ. It follows from this and (6.1) that ðd e À m 0 Þ À1 ¼ ðd e À n 0 Þ À1 Ã ðd e À m 0 s Þ À1 A MðGÞ Ã MðGÞ ¼ MðGÞ:
If m is singular with respect to Haar measure, then some power m m of m is not singular, because m is assumed to be spread-out. Replacing m by m m in the above argument yields, for a given g A I , a function f A L 1 ðGÞ for which g ¼ f À f Ã m m . But then
2m n k f k 1 ;
and therefore g A J m again. r
Proof of Theorem 6.3. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.1 it su‰ces to show that, if f ij A L 1 0 ðGÞ are any functions with p K ð f ij Þ ¼ f ½V ij for some V AK Knf1 K g, then f ij A J m , where the notation is as in that proof. Let us suppress the dependence on ½V and write l i and f ij instead of l ½V i and f ½V ij again. As shown in the proof of Theorem 5.1, f ij Ã m À l i f ij is in kerðL 0 Þ, for all j A f1; . . . ; r i g, so by Lemma 6.5,
and hence
for all j. From this, it follows that
and as l i 3 1, because we are assuming that 1 B s Àm mðUÞ Á E½U AĜ Gnf1 G g and that V 3 1 K , we must have that f ij A J m . r Proof of Lemma 6.4. Fix a complete set of mutually inequivalent, irreducible, unitary representations of G, denote it by U G , and consider the unital C Ã -algebra
with norm sup U A U G kT U k, and pointwise operations. Since i : D Ã ðGÞ ! CðĜ GÞ given by , if we show that |ðÂ AÞ L B 0 À L 2 ðKÞ Á , then a 7 ! k½L a ðd e À m Ã nÞ À1 k will be continuous onÂ A, and hence bounded on the compactŜ S; thus we will have that k½Uðd e À m Ã nÞ À1 k e sup a AÂ A k½L a ðd e À m Ã nÞ À1 k < y for ½U A hL a i and a AŜ S;
and this together with (6.2) will show that À ½Uðd e À m Ã nÞ À1 Á U A U G A CðĜ GÞ:
It remains to show that |ðÂ AÞ L B 0 À L 2 ðKÞ Á , i.e., that |ðaÞ ¼ L a ðd e À m Ã nÞ is invertible for each a, and by the line preceding (6.2) it su‰ces to only consider a 3 0 AÂ A. Fix such an a. 
Weak mixing
In [25] Rosenblatt observes that, by the work of Foguel [6] , weak mixing by convolutions is actually equivalent to mixing by convolutions in Abelian groups, and asks whether this remains true for more general groups. The answer turns out in the a‰rmative for spread-out measures on motion groups with G acting regularly onÂ A. To prove this, it suffices to show the following result and then refer to Theorem 5.1: Proposition 7.1. Let G be a locally compact CCR group, and let m be a spread-out probability measure in MðGÞ which is weakly mixing by convolutions. Then % Àm mðUÞ Á < 1 for any ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g.
Proof. By Aaronson et al. [1] , weak mixing by convolutions is equivalent to the following condition: m Ã h ¼ lh with h A L y ðGÞ and jlj ¼ 1 implies that l ¼ 1 and h is constant l G -a.e. Assume that l A s Àm mðUÞ Á for some ½U AĜ Gnf1 G g and l A C with jlj ¼ 1. Then also l A s À UðmÞ Á . Since m is spread-out, and hence UðmÞ is quasi-compact, l must be an eigenvalue of UðmÞ (see Lemma 2.2). Let u A H U be an eigenvector for l with kuk ¼ 1, i.e., assume that UðmÞu ¼ lu, and set hðxÞ :¼ hUðxÞu; ui ðx A GÞ. Then m Ã h ¼ lh, so if m is weakly mixing by convolutions we must have that l ¼ 1 and that h is constant (since it is also continuous). But if U 3 1 G , hðxÞ ¼ hUðxÞu; ui can not be constant. r (ASA) m is aperiodic, i.e., adapted and strictly aperiodic.
In Abelian and compact groups, it is known that ðEÞ , ðAÞ , ðSÞ, and that ðMÞ , ðASAÞ , ðSRÞ (see [4] , [6] , [24] , Theorem 2 and Remark 1, and [25] , Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.4, for Abelian groups, and [17] , [28] , [26] , Theorem V.5.2, and [12], 2.5.14, for compact groups). The equivalence ðEÞ , ðAÞ is also known for spread-out measures in locally compact, compactly generated, second countable groups of polynomial growth ( [13] ). In fact, adaptedness is necessary for ergodicity by convolutions, and aperiodicity necessary for mixing by convolutions, in any locally compact group (see [25] , p. 33 and p. 38). On the other hand, the example on p. 40 of [25] shows that these conditions are no longer su‰cient for ergodicity and mixing by convolutions, respectively, in arbitrary groups. Here, we make the observation that, for this example, there are in fact non-trivial irreducible unitary representations of the underlying group for which condition (S) fails.
Example (Rosenblatt [25] ). The underlying group in this example is the semidirect product G ¼ Z 2 Â j Z, where Z acts on Z 2 through the automorphisms j k ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ ¼ ðn 1 ; n 2 ÞG, where G ¼ 1 2 2 3 . Set a ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ, b ¼ ð1; 2; 1Þ, and c ¼ ð2; 3; 1Þ, and consider the probability measure m :
It is shown in [25] that m is aperiodic, yet neither mixing nor ergodic by convolutions. Note that m is certainly spread-out, as G is discrete. For ðt 1 ; 
1 þ exp À 2piðt 1 ; t 2 ÞG Àj ð1; 2Þ 0 Á þ exp À 2piðt 1 ; t 2 ÞG Àj ð9; 15Þ 0 Á þ exp À 2piðt 1 ; t 2 ÞG Àj ð10; 16Þ 0 Á À 4 2 :
Now observe that l ¼ ffiffi ffi 5 p À 2 is an eigenvalue of G À1 , and choose ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ to be any eigenvector corresponding to l. Then, since jlj < 1,
as n ! y for any ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ A Z 2 , and hence kL ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ ðmÞf n À f n k 2 ! 0 as n ! y. Since kf n k ¼ 1, this shows that 1 A s À L ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ ðmÞ Á . Finally, using Shur's Lemma one can verify that L ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ is also irreducible for this choice of ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ.
Concluding, let us also mention the following facts in relation to the above: in a locally compact CCR group, strict aperiodicity is equivalent to the condition (SR) for adapted spread-out measures. This may be proved along the lines of [2] , Lemma 4.3, using also Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 of the present paper, and the fact that, in any locally compact group G, if H is a closed, normal, proper subgroup of G, then there exists a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation U of G which is identically equal to the identity operator when restricted to the subgroup H. One can also prove along the lines of [2] , Lemma 4.3, that: in a CCR group, ðAÞ ) ðSÞ for spread-out measures. Hence also, the equivalences ðEÞ , ðAÞ , ðSÞ and ðMÞ , ðASAÞ , ðSRÞ also hold for spread-out measures in motion groups like the ones studied in this paper. In fact there is a direct argument showing that ðSÞ ) ðAÞ for spread-out measures on motion groups, which we now present; this, when combined with Jaworski's theorem [13] , Corollary 3.8, and the aforementioned implication ðAÞ ) ðSÞ for spread-out measures in CCR groups, yields another proof of Theorem 6.3, when the motion group in question is second countable (see also [13] , Remark 3.9). is an open subgroup of K; thus p K ðHAÞ is also a closed subgroup of K. By the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem, there exists a non-trivial, irreducible unitary representation ½V AK K which has a fixed vector when restricted to p K ðHAÞ. Then Uða; kÞ :¼ V ðkÞ for all a A A and k A K is the sought for representation of G.
Next assume that HA ¼ G. Then H X A is normal in G. SetG G :¼ G=H X A, A A :¼ A=H X A, andH H :¼ H=H X A. Note thatÃ A andH H are closed subgroups ofG G, and thatÃ A is normal inG G andH H XÃ A is trivial. It follows thatG G is the semi-direct productG G ¼Ã A yH H, in fact with the factorH H compact, since H is open and H H ¼ H=H X A F HA=A ¼ G=A. Now letã a be a non-trivial character ofÃ A, and let L Lã a ¼ indG G A A ðã aÞ be the representation ofG G on L 2 ðH HÞ obtained as in (3.2) . It is readily seen that the constant function 1H H is a fixed vector for the restriction ofL Lã a onH H: L Lã a ðxÞ1H H ¼ 1H H for all x AH H. It follows from Proposition 3.1 thatŨ UðxÞf ¼ f Ex AH H for some non-zero f A L 2 ðH HÞ, for some irreducible sub-representation ofL Lã a , and sinceã a is non-trivialŨ U is non-trivial, again by Proposition 3.1 (note thatG G acts regularly on the characters ofÃ A because G acts regularly onÂ A). Now liftŨ U to G: the representation Uða; kÞ :¼Ũ U À ða; kÞðH X AÞ Á is the desired representation of G. r
To obtain the asserted implication ðSÞ ) ðAÞ for a spread-out measure m on a motion group G ¼ A Â j K with G acting regularly onÂ A, we then argue as follows. It is easy to see that, when m is spread-out, some power m n of m must dominate a positive multiple of Haar measure l G on some open set; from this it follows that the smallest closed subgroup H of G with mðHÞ ¼ 1 is also open. Thus if m is not adapted, there exists a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation U of G which has a non-trivial fixed vector u say when restricted to H. It follows thatm mðUÞu ¼ u, since mðHÞ ¼ 1, and thus 1 A s Àm mðUÞ Á .
Appendix
In this Appendix, we give the proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (i) First, sincef f ðL a Þ ¼ L a ð f Þ Ã for any f A L 1 ðGÞ, we may as well consider L a ð f Þ instead off f ðL a Þ. Second, since L a is a unitary representation, and hence kL a ð f Þ À L a ðgÞk e k f À gk 1 ð f ; g A L 1 ðGÞ; a AÂ AÞ;
it su‰ces to only consider functions of the form
where F is a finite set of mutually inequivalent, irreducible, unitary representations of K, the V ij are the representative functions of a V A F with respect to some basis of H V , and g V ij A L 1 ðAÞ for all V A F and 1 e i; j e d ½V , because the functions of the form (A.1) are dense in L 1 ðGÞ. Fix a g as in (A.1).
For an arbitrary function h A L 1 ðGÞ write h k for the function h k ðaÞ :¼ hða; kÞ on A; then h k A L 1 ðAÞ for l K -a.e. k in K, and for f A L 2 ðKÞ, ½L a ðhÞfðk kÞ ¼ Ð for all V A F, 1 e i; j e d ½V , and all k A K, whereĈ C :¼ S k A K j k ðCÞ; furthermore, since C is compact so isĈ C, by the continuity of the mapping ða; kÞ 7 ! j k ðaÞ. Assertion (i) now follows from (A.5).
(ii) Fix e > 0 and a AÂ A. First, it su‰ces to only consider functions g of the form (A.1) again. Fix such a function g and write E F for the finite-dimensional subspace of L 2 ðKÞ spanned by the functions V ij , i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; d ½V , V A F. We then claim that L a ðgÞðE ? F Þ ¼ f0g. 
